Partnerships
and Licenses
As a one-stop source for your cybersecurity needs, DTS actively and continuously scans the industry for best-inclass partners and licenses. Our wrap-around services and comprehensive inventory of solutions are tailor-fit for
small and mid-sized companies, from enterprise-level programs to specific licenses to managed services.
Our approach to cybersecurity is prescriptive. We help you choose licenses that meet your needs, preferences,
and budget. Your DTS solution will be as unique as your operations and your culture. From addressing your
vulnerabilities to providing robust protection for your full attack profile, DTS will help you meet specific regulatory
standards and certification needs.
Our experts work with you and your internal IT resources. Using a proprietary assessment methodology to
determine your requirements, we match you with the right licenses, as well as implementation and system
integration.

Partners with purpose
DTS is vendor-agnostic, meaning our recommendations aren’t based on, or limited to, what our current partners
offer. Rather, we focus on what you need and want. We’ve done our homework to identify cybersecurity and
secure data storage solutions including:
»
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VPN
Data migration
On-prem
Off-prem
Mobile
Cloud
Enterprise architecture

» I ntegration of multiple operating systems:
Android, macOS, iOS, Windows
» Data backups and restoration
» Cloud to cloud backups
» Microsoft environments for commercial,
GCC, GCC High, and Azure

The DTS difference: Technical expertise
Cybersecurity compliance isn’t a new challenge, but increasingly complex technical standards and evolving
policies mean that many organizations need more than a license. Even so-called plug-and-play licenses require
technical implementation and proper documentation—and DTS has a staff of CISSP-certified experts to provide
that support.
Our experienced team explains the standards and controls, and provides you with options for meeting them—so
you can make informed, confident choices about licenses and other solutions. We also offer surrounding services,
including managed network and cybersecurity services for ongoing monitoring and maintenance and emergency
response; prep for certification and audits; and fractional CIO/CISO to provide the top-level leadership your
organization may need without the expense of adding a full-time senior executive.

Cybersecurity solutions.
Exceptional results.

Our assessment process

Growing a business can be challenging. A strong network of partners
elevates our efforts through the sharing of proven ideas, technology,
and talents. To meet client needs and growth goals—from business
transformation, to process automation, to operational efficiency—DTS
and our partner network combine capabilities to bring you strong,
compliant, industry-leading cybersecurity solutions.

– Review organizational systems
and environments
– Conduct architecture review of
technology, vendors, and services
– Consultation throughout the
assessment process, providing
you a deeper understanding of
controls, documentation requirements, and your existing systems
– Detailed report on your status or
score, and remediation
recommendation, if desired
– Conduct mock CMMC and other
third-party assessments

DTS experts certified as:
Licenses for a new security mindset
With our educational approach, we can help you gain visibility
into your cybersecurity stance, including processes, assets, and
risks. Using a mix of licenses and services, we help you shift from
a mindset of defense to one of “mitigate and manage,” where
cybersecurity can be leveraged for business advantage.
»
»
»
»

Build business opportunities
Grow trust among your stakeholders
Make informed choices for your security posture
Meet regulatory requirements for your industry,
the U.S. Federal government, state governments,
and other contracts

Contract vehicles:
GSA Schedule IT 70 Contract Number:
GS-35F-137DA
GSA PSS Contract Number: 47QRAA19D006Q
FAA eFAST
Primary NAICS 541330, 541511, 541512, 541611,
541614, 541990, 611420, 611430

Work with DTS to determine your
cybersecurity licensing needs.

571.403.1841
sales@consultDTS.com
www.consultDTS.com
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